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NOT SO WIMPY TEACHER

includes a pacing guide to see 
your entire week at a glance



Vocabulary
portrait

place Value Blocks
months

Materials
Math About Me 

PPT
Math About Me 

worksheet
Mystery Puzzle 

Worksheet

I Can Statement
I can use math to 

describe parts of my life. 

Mini Lesson
Use the PPT to review the skills covered on the “Math About Me” 
worksheet. You can fill out the PPT with all your information to help the 
students get to know you better while modeling what the students will do 
on their own worksheets. 

The end of the PPT will signal to students that it’s time to complete their 
own Math About Me worksheet. Pass out the “Math About Me” student 
worksheet. Walk around the room and help students as needed. 

If students finish early, you can give them the “Mystery Puzzle” 
worksheet. This worksheet has addition equations without regrouping. 
This activity can give you an idea of where students are before teaching 
addition. The answer to the puzzle is “Welcome to third grade!”  

Intervention
Project the “Math About Me” PPT 
for students to have as a visual to 
reference if needed.

Extension
Students can use the backs of 
their worksheets to write 
different math equations that 
represent parts of their lives. 

Wrap-Up
Have the students share their “Math About Me” worksheets with the class! If 
time doesn’t allow to share the entire thing, have students pick one or two 
things to share from it. 

NOT SO WIMPY TEACHER

Day 1 - Math about me 

Includes 5 days of lesson plans!



Math About Me
Self Portrait 

Name

+ =
My age

My Birth year

___________

My Birthday in numbers

Month day year

my house:

adults kids pets

total

Not So Wimpy Teacher

Thousands Hundreds tens ones
Includes 5 engaging math Activities 

for your first week of school!



Includes 5 different PowerPoints 
for reviewing math skills.



Each Day of math is fully planned for 
you with all the tools you’ll need!


